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FOREWORD
This report is submitted in connection with the current construction
of stone training dikes as one method of stabilization of the bed and
banks of the Lower Mississippi River within the boundary limits of the
U. s. Army Engineer District, Vicksburg.
The report is also related to
studies for Potamology Research Project No. 10 being conducted by the
District under the direction of the Mississippi River Commission
Potamology Board.
The studies, comparisons, and analyses presented herein were made
under the supervision of Mr. John E. Henley, Chief, River Stabilization
Section, Vicksburg District, and under the general direction of
Mr. George A. Morris, Chief of the Engineering Division. The analyses
and report were prepared by Mr. Malcolm G. Anding and Mr. Paul W.
Pierce, III. The report has been reviewed and approved for publication
by the Vicksburg District.
Colonel James A. Betts, CE, was District Engineer and Mr. William H.
Roth was Executive Assistant during the preparation of this report.
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Summary
This report presents a study of the Lake Providence reach including
that portion of the Mississippi River from the lower end of Mayersville
revetment (1962 mile 494.6) to the lower end of Hagaman revetment
(1962 mile 479.8). The purpose of the study is to analyze the effects
of the Baleshed Landing Stone Dike system within the dike field proper
and in the reaches immediately downstream. Construction of the dikes
was terminated during February 1965. The report attempts to evaluate
the changes in various channel characteristics during the period January
1964 to December 1965.
The purpose, plan, and design of the dikes are described along
with discussions of construction problems and the difficulties involved
in the control or closure of flow through secondary channels and chutes.
A comparison of the representative cross sections within the dike field,
and of hydraulic factors and characteristics of selected ranges and
reaches is presented i n charts and profiles. These factors include area
and depth relations, stage- discharge, and water surface profiles before,
Sediment transport data
duri ng, and after construction of the dikes.
and the relations of stream power and median grain size of the bed
material to the bed form are indicated for this portion of the river.
In conclusion, a candid discussion of the results of the study is
given which summarizes some of th e more pertinent channel stabilization
problems in the Lower Mississippi River. Additional basic survey data
requirements and the direction of continuing and future investigations
are discussed. Finally, some pertinent questions and observations are
given relating to the controlling principles involved in river
mechanics and engineering.
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POTAl«>LOGY STUDIES
MISSISSIPPI RIVER CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT

EVALUATION OF DIKE SYSTEMS
Mississippi River - Potamology Studies
BALESHED AND AJAX BAR REACH (Hile 495.8-479. 8 AHP) STUDY OF EFF ECTS OF THE BALESHED LANDING DII<E SYST EM
1. Introduction. During FY 1964 the Vicksburg District initiated
the planning and design of stone training dikes on the Lower Mississippi
River. The design of these dikes was influenced by the experiences of
the Corps of Engineers on the Missouri and Arkansas Rivers.
In addition
dike planning included certain principles based on previous potamology
studies - including dikes sloped transversely with the channel bank to
conserve stone, protect the abutment, and shape the channel; dikes con
structed to provide a variable restricted channel width; and deeply
submerged dikes planned to widen and reshape the channel by breaking up
secondary currents and providing additional channel roughness.
The
first system constructed was the three dikes at Leland Neck opposite
Greenville, Mississippi; and the second was a system of five dikes near
Baleshed Landing on the left bank of the Mississippi River above Lake
Providence, Louisiana. The Baleshed Landing Dikes were under construc
tion from September 1964 to February 1965. This report is an evaluation
of the changes in various channel characteristics during the period
January 1964 to December 1965 which were attributable to construction
of the Baleshed Landing Dikes.
2 . General Description of Reach. The Baleshed Landing Dikes are
located in the upper end of the Lake Providence reach. This reach
extends from the lower end of Mayersville Revetment to the lower portion
of Hagaman Revetment below Ajax Bar. This reach is typical of long,
relatively straight reaches with very wide channels at high stages, con•
taining large middle and alternate bars with divided flows at all stages.
This type reach is probably one result of down stream effects of natural
and manmade cutoff&. The- ehann�la- a-re- eenfined wi-thin- the- meander-- H1n-i-t-s-
by revetted banks in portions of the reach. These revetments are located
on opposite banks with the distance between them so great that bank
stabilization problems are compounded and a stable channel difficult to
mai ntain. Flows tend to concentrate along the revetments and shift from
one side of the channel to the other at different stages.
Plate 1 shows
a view of the overall reach indicating the location of the Baleshed
Landing and the Ajax Bar Dike systems. The Ajax Bar Dikes were con
structed in 1963 of piles with stone filled lumber n�ttress blanket
protection and were extended and repaired with stone in 1964 and 1965.
Plate 2 shows a general plan of the overall reach, with existing,and
proposed revetments and dikes. The location of the discharge range and
study gages are also indicated on this plan. Detailed hydrographic
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surveys (1937 mileage) of the area in and below the dike field are shown
on Plate 3 for conditions before dike construction. Plates 4 and 5 show
conditions after construction of the dikes with revised 1962 mileage.
All mileages referred to herein will be current 1962 miles unless desig
nated otherwise. These plates will be discussed further in later para
graph of the report.
Purpose of the Dikes. The dikes were planned to permanently fix
3.
the crossing from Mayersville to Baleshed• Stack Island Revetments and to
control the low stage diversion of flow through the left bank chute,
extending from about mile 492. 5 to mile 487. 0. If the dikes prove satis
factory, they will hold the channel to the planned ultimate alignment for
a distance of about 4 miles (Plate 2) . Cost of initial construction of.
8,000 linear feet of dike was about $1,110,000, which is approximately
$140 per linear foot of dike or $55 per foot of riverbank.
4. This type dike construction on the Lower Mississippi River was
considered desirable in that it will provide a test of their practica
bility for future use in conjunction with revetment and dredging to
align and control the river. Model tests will not determine the depths
of scour at the riverward ends and below the dikes or show whether the
dikes will withstand the forces of the river. The dikes are constructed
of controlled quarry run stone for economy, for the availability of the
large quantities of stone required, and for the advantages of roughness
and larger median size of stone.
5. Plan and Design of the Dikes. The following basic principles
were applied in planning the initial dike systems: first, simplicity of
form for alignment, economics, and to decrease anticipated construction
problems; second, gradually increasing heights and lengths to restrict
the channel; third, sloping dike profiles to conform to flat channel
side slopes and for reduced stone quantities; and fourth, dikes aligned
normal to the planned channel direction with maximum allowable spacing.
The dikes were placed lower, with steeper slopes, where narrower chan
nels were desirable, and the increasing heights in the downstream direc
tion were planned to apply gradually increased resistance to flow along
the left bank and through the left bank chute. The dikes were planned
for restricting the channel to widths at the average low water plane
(Al.WP) varying from 2,500 to 3,500 feet with corresponding maximum
depths of about 50 to·30 feet, respectively, below ALWP. The width
depth relation was based on averages obtained in the relatively stable
Ozark-C)'Press Bend and willow Cutoff - Marshall Point reaches. Plate 3
shows a plan of the dikes superimposed on a hydrographic survey of the
river channel made before construction.
Plates 6 and 7 show the dike
profiles as designed.
6. The increasing heights and lengths of dikes in the downstream
direction were planned to gradually restrict and partially control the
flows approaching the left bank chute. This, according to the plan,
would result in forming a trailing or long radius point bar to aid in
fixing the channel in the planned ultimate alignment. The results and
effects of the dikes will be discussed later in the report.
2

7. Construction Problems and Difficulties. Actual construction of
aemiimpervious stone dikes on sand foundations revealed a number of prob
lems. These foundation difficulties and partial failures were apparent
and in some cases critical at the dikes where partial closures of second•
ary chutes were involved. Major problems of construction of the Baleshed
Landing dikes included:
a. Lack of vertical and horizontal control in underwater
placement of stone. This lack of vertical control caused difficulty in
obtaining satisfactory grades during placement of initial blanket stone,
when it was desired to construct dikes in two or more lifts and in the
construction of the low submerged type dikes. Flow concentrated through
·low portions of the initial fill, tending to erode the foundation down
stream and increase stone quantities. The horizontal alignment of the
dikes as constructed was acceptable and is being improved in recent con
tracts by the use of marker pile clumps for horizontal control placed
200 to 300 feet apart.
b. Maneuvering of anchor, machine, and stone barges in loca
tions where critical velocities were encountered proved to be a major
problem at Baleshed Landing and other locations. Maintaining anchorage
and control is difficult, an<l it is not practicable to place stone barges
downstream of and along the centerline of the dike in a position broad
side to the current where high velocities are occurring. Where this
condition occurs, the supply barge must be headed into or angled with the
current. This slows unloading operations and affects the accuracy of
stone placement.
c. Stone was lost from the design section in the partial
closure dikes from high velocities sweeping fines and smaller stones
downstream. This loss, estimated to be less than 15 percent, is not con
sidered excessive and may be more than offset by the advantages of the
armoring of the foundation downstream of the dikes, which may prevent
undermining of the dikes except in critical locations.
d. The greatest loss of stone was caused by scour holes in the
sand foundation resulting from eddies and energy dissipation in the
plunge pool downstream from the dikes. This scour undermined dikes and
caused a deep breaWthrough this dike. These scour holes deepened as
much as 50 feet and to depths of 60 to 70 feet below ALWP at distances
of 100 to 200 feet be low the dike centerline. The data available
indicated that the downstream foundation below the dike did not fail
until slopes steeper than 1 on 2 were obtained. r.Pnerally, it appeared
that failures of this type occurred when heads in excess of 1\ feet
developed across the dike. This type of failure was critical only at
locations where closure dikes were being tied into middle bars at
elev ation s of 8 to 10 feet above ALWP. Dike No. 5 at Baleshed Landing,
for example, required approY.imately a 100 percent increase in estimated
stone quantities to compensate for all losses, even though the dike was
not completed because of high stages during the latter phases of con
struction.
3
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8. Control of Chute Flow. Divided flow discharge measurements
have been made at Range 490.2 (Plate 2) at representative stages since
November 1963. Before construction the left bank chute carried a maxi•
mum of about 40 percent of the flow at high stages and an average of
about 25 percent at lower stages. Since construction of the dikes, there
has been a maximum decrease in flow through the left bank chute of about
5 percent at high stages and 15 percent at the lower stages. The follow
ing tabulation shows comparative <lischarge and velocity data at low to
medium and medium to high stages:
DISCHARGE - VELOCITY DATA
STUDY RANGE 490-2 (1962 MILE)
(483.0 1937 MILE )

Stage
ALWP

*

Date

Total
Discharge
cfs

Ma in

Channe1
Discharge
cf s

Percent
Avg. Velocity in
of Tota 1
Main Channel
Main Channel
ft/sec

Low to Medium Stage
1-17-64
3- 3-64
5-25-64
7-13-64
10-15-64
11-27-64
12-14-64
2- 4•65
6-30-65
7-29-65
8•18-65
10-13-65
12- 2-65

6. 5
8.0
15. 0
6.6
4. 6
7.2
15. 3
16.2
14.7
11.4
6. 0
15. 5
7.8

308,500
287,100
463,000
240,000
236,500
315,400
492,000
515,100
379,000
339,000
228,000
455,000
262,300

234,200
232,800
288,000
176,600
184,200
233,000
]46,000
380,000
271,000
290,000
202,000
342,000
238,000

75.9
81. 1
62. 2
73. 6
77.9
73.9
70.3
73.8
71.5
85.5
89.4
75.0
90.7

4. 60
3. 98
4. 41
4. 07
4. 29
4. 19
4.91
S. 40
4. 24
4.41
4.07
4.5 7
4.27

-63. 1
70.7
63.8
73. l
67.2
68.6
68.9

5.20
4. 63
3.83
5.61
5.63
4. 79
4. 85

Medium to High Stage
3._19 .. 64·
4- 1•64
4-16-64
3- 2·65
4-12-65
5-20-65
1-17-65
*

33-.-0
37.5
34.0
23.2
37.0
24.5
21.4

985, 900
1,295,300
1,032,000
705,000
1,120,000
65 3,000
631,000

-6-22, 300

917 ,000
658,000
514,000
753,000
448,000
435,000

Baleahed Landing Dikes were constructed during the period
September 1964 to February 1965.
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These results have been disappointing and it appears that the natural
tendencies of the river for increased flow through the chute at high
stages are continuing and may even increase at times due to the head
induced by the dikes. There has been no significant increase in veloci
ties through the main channel. The average velocities during low to
medium stages were about 4. 3 feet per second before and about 4.5 feet
per second after construction. During medium to high stages, average
velocities were about 4.5 feet per second before and 5.3 feet per second
after construction. P late 4 shows float data for the 1 April 1965 stage
of about 30 feet. These floats indicate surface current direction and
the varying velocities through the dike field, through the chute, and in
the main channel. The general tendency is for the main channel to fill
during high stages and scour during lower stages, and this tendency has
continued after construction of the dikes. Plate 8 shows comparative
cross sections at Range 490.2 before and after construction. To date
there has been no major development of the main channel off the ends of
the dikes or deterioration of the middle bar along the main channel below
the dikes. There has been some filling of the right side of the chute
and widening of the main channel on the left side during the low-water
season of 1965 as shown by the cross sections for October and December.
This trend, however, may be expected to reverse during the winter and
spring runout of 1966 when a greater percent of flow is diverted through
the left bank chute.
9. Comparison of Dike Field Cross Sections. Representative sec
tions were selected to evaluate the effect of the dikes on the reach
within the dike field. Sections selected were those approximate ly mid
way between the dikes and sections 100 feet downstream of Dikes 2 to 5,
inclusive. The sections 100 feet downstream reflect major changes off
the ends of the dikes. Plate 4 shows the location of these ranges.
Plates 9 to 12 show comparative cross sections before and after con
struction at these ranges. All sections are plotted looking in a down
stream direction. In comparing the cross sections 100 feet below the
dikes, it should be pointed out that the scour indicated in the left
chute channe l is the result of dissipation of energy from the head loss
over the dikes, and is limited to a distance of a few.hundred feet be low
the dikes. This type of scour was most critical below Dike 5 and was
discussed in paragraph 7d in connection with construction difficulties.
10. The many variables involved made evaluation of the effect of the
dikes difficult; however, inspection of the data at sections between the
dikes indicates the overall channel generally scoured during high stages
and filled during lower stages, particularly at the sections midway of
the dikes above Dike 4. The scour at high stages may be attributab le to
the flattened energy slope and to the lack of large scale turbulence
which occurs in the upper portion of the dike field. During low stages
there appears to be a tendency toward the development of a deeper chan
nel off the right bank of the main channel. This is probably a direct
result of construction of the dikes. Comparison of the sections aown
stream and adjacent to the dikes show a tendency toward the reverse of
5

the effects noted at the sections midway of the dikes. There appears to
be s:>me filling in the main channel opposite the dikes during higher
stages with scour in the deeper portion of the channel during low stages
which was the natural tendency of the stream in this reach before con
struction of the dikes. Data for Ranges 492. 3, 493. 1, and 493. 8 are
given on Plates 10, 11, and 12, and show the channel configuration and
shoaling opposite the riverward ends of the dikes. This fill may be the
result of additional form roughness and resulting turbulence introduced
by the <likes. The large scale turbulence then results in the deposition
of sediment in the vicinity of the dikes. Another factor involved is
the increased percentage of flow over the dikes and through the left
chute at higher stages. However, this factor was not sufficient to
cause similar fill at Ranges 491. 7 and 492. 7 between the dikes. Observa
tions of the general effects of the dikes are listed below.
a. Irregularities in the dike profile have a pronounced effect
on the scour holes downstream of the dike, with deeper holes below low
portions of the dike.
b. The greatest scour during construction occurred below the
downstream dike since this dike gave the most restriction to flow.
Heads estimated to be in excess of 2 feet were developed across the dike
field and resulted in partial dike failures. Maximum surface velocities
r�ged from 9 - 12 fps over the dikes. For this condition it is esti•
mated that downstream slopes on the sand foundation were steeper than
1 on 2. Slopes of 1 on 2 or flatter have remained in place. These
observations are based on limited survey data obtained during construc•
tion.
c. Based on inspection of the comparative cross sections, it
appears that the dikes cause a net lowering of the channel bottom within
the dike field during higher stages.
d. During falling stages sediment is deposited within the outer
40 to 50 percent of the dike lengths or against the middle bar. Thia is
partially swept out adjacent to the dikes during low water when scour
occurs from flows around the ends of the lower dikes.

�

11. Area and rea-Depth Relations. A comparison of area and the
channel factor AD2 3 was made for the discharge study range below the
dikes at mile 490. 2 and for R-493. 5 midway between Dikes 1 and 2. Com•
/
parisons of area and AD2 J values for conditions before and after con
struction were made for the left or chute channel, for the main channel,
and for the total channel at R-490. 2. Comparisons for Range 493. 5 include
only values for the left channel (within the dikes), main channel, and
total after construction. Plate 13 shows curves for these data. At
Range 493. 5 the area and channel factor for the main channel varies from
about .70 percent of the tot41 at low stages to 75 percent at bank full
stages. At the discharge range, 490. 2, the average values varied from
6

about 70 percent at low stages to 63 percent at high stages. Thia
points out the natural tendency for higher flows to fall through the
left chute channel. Inspection of the plotted data for Range 490.2
(Plate 13) shows wide variations in values of area and AD2 /3 for the
main channel particularly at the higher stage. This points up the chang
ing conditions and inst�bility of the reach below the dike field. While
there appears to be some tendency for reduced area and capacity at
stages below 25 feet, the overall changes in the channel at R-490.2 seem
to be offsetting with no appreciable changes in the channel factor since
construction of the dikes.
12. Stage-Discharge Relations. These relations were plotted for a
section in the dike field and at the discharge study range in an effort
to determine if there was any appreciable change since construction of
the dikes. Ranges considered were R-490.2 below the dike field and
R-494.2 located midway between Dikes 1 and 2. There is an indication of
increased average stages of about 2 feet for the same discharge up to
about a 20-foo.t stage. This might be expected within or above the dike
field due to channel restriction imposed by the dikes. The increase in
stages at R-490.2 below the dike field would indicate a change in control
at or downstream from this section or a change in overall channel rough
ness. The usual variation of discharge with rising and falling stages,
attaining a maximum of about 180,000 cfs, at stages near 25 feet, was
shown from measurements made after construction of the dikes. Plate 14
shows average discharge curves for these ranges before construction and
plotted discharge measurements after construction.
13. Ener2v Profiles. Water surface profiles assumed to approximate
the energy profile were plotted from the regular study gages in this
reach for selected representative stages. In addition, detailed gage
readings obtained during construction were plotted to indicate water sur•
face elevations above and below the dikes and opposite the dikes on the
right bank. Detailed profiles since construction were plotted for
10 December 1965 and 20 January 1966 in an effort to compare current
slopes with those obtained before construct{on. Plate 15 shows the water
surface profiles and pertinent related data. With reference to the
slopes through the dike field, it appears that average slopes at low
stages have decreased from a value of about 0.6 foot per mile to about
The re-salting- wate-r su-rfaee- el
O. 4 foot per mile.
- evati-on-s-- a-lso- avera-ge
about 2 feet higher for the same discharge at lower stages, which would
increase the average slope below the dike field.
It might be pointed
out that the greatest accumulated head on all the dikes occurred during
construction and amounted to about 2.3 feet before the channel had time
to adjust and develop around the ends. Recent gage readings show a total
drop of about 1.0 foot from Dike 2 to below Dike 5. Maximum fall over
Dike 5 was gaged to be 1.2 feet; however, estimated heads during critical
construction periods amounted to 1.5 to 2.0 feet. Overall average slopes
through the ten mile reach, including the dikes, do not appear to have
been affected by the dikes, nor do they appear to be affected appreciably
by rising or falling stages. It will be noted, however, that these slopes
average about 0.20 foot per mile at higher stages, 0.25 foot per mile at
midbank stage, and 0.45 foot per mile at low stages. Average slopes
·between study gages varied from a maximum of 0.62 foot per mile in the
7

upper reach to negative slopes in the lower reach.
water surface profiles and pertinent related data.

Plate 15 shows the

14. Water surface profiles were also plotted for the Ajax Bar reach
between mile 485. 7 and mile 479.8. This location is immediately below
the reach described in the preceding paragraph. Plate 16 shows water sur
face profiles for the Ajax Bar reach at representative stages before and
after construction of the dikes at Baleshed. These profiles were compared
to determine if there were any noticeable changes in relative stages after
construction of the dikes at Baleshed Landing other than those normally
occurring with changes in stage. There were no consistent differences
noted in slopes before and after construction. Average slope through the
six-mile reach is about 0. 5 foot per mile and this average occurs at the
higher and lower stages considered. Slopes varied from an average of
0. 92 foot per mile to about 0.15 foot per mile between specific gage loca
tions. While no effect from dike construction above this reach is evident
from comparisons of water surface profiles, this is a very unstable reach
with rapidly changing middle bars and chutes developing in the area between
the right bank off Baleshed Revetment and the left bank pool adjacent to
the Ben Lomond Revetment. The sediment transport and bed configuration
are probably being affected by the Baleshed Dikes. It was noted that the
steeper slopes occurred in the crossings during lower stages, averaging
0. 63 foot per mile and in the pool during higher stages, averaging
0.60 foot per mile. This is considered important since it indicates
natural cycles of changing slopes and methods of dissipating energy at
various stages of the river. It may also give some insight into the
processes of sediment transport and deposition since this indicates dep
osition in the crossings during high stages and erosion during lower
stages. Also, it shows that control shifts to the bendway sections dur
ing higher stages. Slopes in pools and crossings at other locations will
be compared to determine if this change in slope· is generally consistent.
15. Sediment Transport. A limited study of material moved in this
portions of the river was made using available data. The discharge of
sands was computed in tons per day per foot of width as presented by Colby
in USGS Paper 462-A, "Discharge of Sands and Mean Velocity Relationships
in Sand - Bed Streams" (1964) . Sediment concentrations in parts per mil
lion were obtained from sediment observations made near Mayersville during
1937-1938 and presented in WES Technical Memorandum No. 122-1, "Study of
Materials in Suspension," February 1939. Measurements analyzed included
those for each range position in the section and the total for the com
posite section as presented by WES. Sediment concentrations in ppm and
velocity measurements were weighted, averaged, converted to tons per day
per foot of width, and plotted against average velocities. Plate 17
shows a plot of these data. Dr. Daryl B. Simons, Consulting Hydraulic
Engineer, who has been retained by the Vicksburg District to review
potamology studies, suggested that an analysis of the net mass deposition
of sediment or the increase or decrease in volume in a selected reach be
made. This was done for the section of the Lake Providence reach between
miles 490. 3 and 495.0 for periods of 28 days and 93 days and indicates a
total sediment deposit of about 7,000,000 and 20,000,000 tons,
8

respectively. Both periods involved an increase in deposition which was
assumed to have passed the upper section of the reach. These data were
plotted with the other sediment transport values discussed above and are
shown on Plate 17. The average curve for the Mississippi River at
St, Louis, presented by Colby, was also plotted and the Mayersville data
are in reasonable agreement with this curve. It may be noted that veloc
ities above 4-5 fps show greater quantities of sediment are being moved.
This may indicate a change in bed form in this range of velocities. A
bed form with decreased roughness at •imilar velocities would explain
the large increase in sediment transport.
16. Data from the WES report, "Study of Materials in Sl1spension11
were also related to stream power computed by the relation.
Stream Power
where Va

=

Y

=

t

•

D
S

=

=

=

w =

tv

=y

DSVa

mean velocity-ft/sec
unit weight of water-lb/ft3
bed shear
average depth of flow-ft
energy slope-ft/ft

These data were plotted versus estimated median diameter of the
bed material (assumed to be equal to the median fall diameter) and plot
ted on a chart developed by Simons and Richardson, showing relations of
stream power, median fall diameter and bed forms (Figure II-3 ,
''Feasibility Study and Improved Methods for Riverbank Stabilization" Harza Engineering Company - November 1964). Plate 17 shows this chart
with the computed data superimposed. Also shown on this chart are data
for 2 points on Ranges 490.2 , 491.7, 492 .7, and 493.5. The bed forms
indicated by the chart were in general agreement with that indicated by
fathometer profiles discussed in the following paragraph.
17.
Fathometer profiles were obtained along the thalweg and 1,500
feet toward the left bank from the upper portion of .the dike field to a
point about one mile below the dikes. Plate 5 shows the location and
alignment of these profiles. They were obtained during November 1965 at
a stage of about 7 feet ALWP to determine whether it might be practicable
to survey the bed form or configurations of the channel bottom. Deeper
portions of the channel and locations where velocities were high indi
cated sand waves or dunes with average heights of about 4 feet and maxi
mum heights of 8 feet. The lengths of dunes crest to crest or between
troughs varied from 2 0 to about 2 00 feet. Intermediate bed forms were
assumed to be transitions from one bed form to another. Plate 18 shows
typical selected portions of the profiles of the channel bottom, and
Plate 5 shows the location of these typical sections. The data obtained
on the bed form contains approximations of the lengths of dunes since
distances between crests or troughs were prorated between fixes on the
fathometer scrolls; however, the depths and heights are relatively
accurate. This survey shows that it is practicable to obtain this type
9

data, which may prove valuable in any analyses of slope and energy dissi•
pation or in a correlation of sediment size, depths, velocities, and bed
forms such as that shown on Plate 18 (Relations of Stream Power and Median
Bed Grain Diameter to Form of Bed Roughness).
18.

Discussions and Conclusions.

a. Dike Design. The Baleshed Landing Stone Dikes were one of
the first systems of sloping dikes constructed by the Vicksburg District
on the Mississippi River. The dikes were designed to fix the desired
ultimate alignment of the river through the 4•mile reach and to control
flow through the left bank chute at low stages. The dikes were sloped
with the channel bank to conform to the channel for economy and to decrease
flow in the deeper portions adjacent to the left bank. They were "stepped
up" to a higher top elevation in the Jownstream direction in an effort to
strengthen the chute closure and provide a type of superelevation similar
to that approaching a point bar; however, the latter principle has not
proved valid and is also objectionable in that the lower dikes are sub·
jective to the full head loss through the dike field. Laboratory tests
of stone dikes at WES have also shown that dikes with elevations stepped
down in the downstream direction are more effective in trapping sediment
between the dikes. This is important for overall efficiency and perma·
nency of the dike system. The deposition is probably increased by the
lateral flow into the dike field which results from head loss and
decreased restriction at each successive downstream dike. Sloping of the
dike crests is desirable for economy and also because it facilitates
greater protection to the bank section in the root portion of the dike,
even though very little deposition has occurred within the dike field.
There has been some loss of stone from the crest of the two lower dikes
by displacement caused by high velocities and low depths during critical
stages, particularly in the low portions of the dikes. The low portions
of Dikes 4 and 5 will require repairs and high portions of the dike may
be spread to provide a more stable cross section and uniform grade.
Future dike design will take into account the principles learned from
construction of the Baleshed Landing Svstem. The alignment of the main
channel has been maintained and an adequate low-water crossing maintained
by the structures with the 4, 000 to 5, 000-foot spacing employed.
b.
Construction Problems. Accurate horizontal and vertical
control of stone placement is one of the major construction problems
relating to design and performance. It is not critical wher e dikes are
relatively high or can be constructed in the dry. Low dikes requiring
underwater construction are sometimes required and it will not be practi·
cal to keep the top elevation of all dikes above a stage of 10 feet ALWP.
The only apparent solutions appear to be additional construction experi•
ence by the various contractors and discontinuing construction during
periods of high velocities or when crests are submerged more than five to
ten feet. Placement of initial or blanket stone is basically a problem
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of uniform placing of the specified quantity of stone (usually 8-12 tons
per foot of dike length) . Anchoring and maneuvering barges and equipment
are matters of skill and experience of foremen and operators which will
It is
be improved by construction experience on the Mississippi River.
generally believed that placing large quantities of stone regularly or
continuously prevents excessive scour and losses of stone from under
mining where partial closures are being made or where there is strong
flow through failure pockets. At some locations it has proven practical
to broadside the stone barge in the pool above and alongside of the
centerline of the dike and drag stone off the barge with a machine barge
downstream of the dike and at the same time place stone with a machine
located on barge upstream of the stone barge. Consideration has been
given to dumping barges by flooding compartments along one side and to
the possibilities of using bottom-dump barges. Future construction
requirements may show this type placement to be practicable and desirable.
c. Chute Closure. Based on our experiences at Leland Neck
dike field and on the dikes at Baleshed Landing, it is concluded that
positive closures to elevations above 0. 0 ALWP should not be attempted
without supporting structures located downstream due to construction
difficulties and large losses of stone from displacement and undermining
by scour action downstream from the dike. Heads which develop from com
plete closure have been shown to be critical if above 1.5 feet and those
heads are obviously greater as the length of the chute and middle bar
increase. In chutes where percentages of the total flow are above 40 per
cent chute closures have been made with combination pile and stone dikes
with lumber mattress protection downstream. Stone is placed to an elev
vation equivalent to about a 0. 0 stage ALWP, with the top of piles at an
elevation 12-15 feet ALWP. This provides a semipervious structure with
increased roughness which increases the deposition of sediment. Addi
tional studies and experience may show that it will be practical to
distribute the head loss through chutes by constructing dikes to step
downward in the downstream direction. This may be accomplished by
allowing 1-5 feet fall in the crest of each dike downstream. This may
also induce major deposition in the dike field and make the closure more
effective at all stages.
d. Hydraulie Elements. Analysis of area and area-derth factors
before and after construction show there has been no appreciable change
in the carrying capacity of the main channel since construction of the
dikes. Changes which have occurred follow the natural trend of increased
flow through the chute during higher stages. This conclusion is also
supported by comparison of the stage-discharge relations and water surface
profiles which indicate increased stages for the same discharge at low
flows and steeper slopes below the dike field. There may be deterioration
of conditions in the overall reach which brings up the supposition that
downstream transverse dikes by their restriction and additional form
roughness tend to increase slope, large scale turbulence and the deposi
tion of sediment in a crossing or chute type channel.
If this is true it
follows that additional roughness should be built into the pools, which
is in agreement with the concept of low level submerged dikes along
rev etted concave banks.
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e.

Sediment Transport Data and Factors.

The sediment data

presented herein is the first current effort to analyze sediment movement
and deposition related to other potamology studies.

The computation for

mass deposition in the 5-mile Baleshed Dike Reach indicated an average
movement of about

80

less than one month.

tons per day per foot of width or

7,000,000

tons in

This is in close agreement with published data for

the Mississippi River at St.

Louis.

The other data presented for the

location near �tayersville is also in general agreement with the St.
data.

The data presented for the relations of stream power,

Louis

median fall

diameter, and bed form from the WES report data and for current data
taken from the profile off the Baleshed Dike system are considered perti
nent.

This type data will be useful in analyzing patterns of scour and

deposition and in detailed studies of energy gradients and energy dissi
pation which are now believed to be among the larger and more important
facets of river stabilization problems.
f.

Additional Studies and Basic Data.

Continuing studies and

comparative data similar to that presented herein will be continued for
the Lake Providence reach.

This reach will also include the Ajax Bar

portion in order to include the extreme conditions which exist in this
reach.

Additional studies of the potamology unit are directed at a study of

water surface and energy profiles through stable and unstable reaches,
correlated with the relations of stream power and bed forms,

and includ

ing the related effects of secondary currents particularly in bendways
This will involve more detailed
and at points of concentrated deep flow.
study gage investigations, thalweg and stream flowline fathometer profiles,
deep float patterns for secondary flow directions and some sediment and
velocity measurements at several representative ranges in each reach.
This will necessarily be done in relatively short reaches to make it
practicable to obtain the required basic data.

Analysis of these data

should answer or at least shed some light on certain questions - some old
and some new.

These questions include the following:

(1)

Should smooth longitudinal type structures be constructed

in crossings and long straight reaches to decrease large scale turbulence
and the tendency to deposit sediment,

and to flatten energy slope?

(2) £_onv_er_seJy� -ShDulJ submerged transverse structures be
constructed in deep_pools or long bends to increase roughness and large
scale turbulent flow and to steepen energy slope?

(3)

Do deeper channels occur with flat energy slopes and

the reverse with steep slopes?

If the above is true, which is the cause

and which is the effect?
(4)

What is the relation of bed forms to widths of channel,

roughness factors, and the dissipation or accumulation of energy?
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(5) How is material transferred from a concave or deep bank
to the point or trailing bar opposite?
(This is usually attributed to
secondary currents and probably also associated with resulting bed
forms.)
(6) Why have dikes with top elevations stepped down in the
down stream direction proven more effective in the HES Laboratory tests?
Hay this be partially attributable to the decreased roughness and less
large scale turbulent flow in the downstream portion of the dike system?
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